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CBDCs and Financial Inclusion
The rise of cryptocurrency and the challenges posed
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“It’s important for us to emphasise financial inclusion when we design this future
ecosystem. CBDCs don’t just have to be a relationship between technology and legal
frameworks – the hearts of minds of our citizens need to come on this journey with us.
For a CBDC to work we need the private sector and stakeholder voices at the table.
Previously, financial infrastructure was created and then the underbanked and
underserved were made to get into the system. We are at a very unique moment in
time in which we are creating a new financial infrastructure and the voices of people
who have been excluded from finance can be included from the start.”
Jennifer Lassiter, Executive Director, Digital Dollar Project

Watch Video Here
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Are CBDCs
cryptocurrencies?
They can be. Although CBDCs are digital
currencies and were clearly created
partly in response to cryptocurrencies,
what makes crypto crypto is the
cryptographically secured blockchains
on which they are based. Individual
CBDCs may use blockchain technology
and distributed ledgers, or they may
have digital infrastructure more similar
to traditional financial institutions.

Solutions for countries in crisis?
In recent years, countries that are facing economic or military crises
are increasingly turning to cryptocurrency – but this comes with
serious drawbacks when compared to CBDCs. As independent
industry advisor Robert Courtneidge notes: “If you look at the El
Salvador position, the desire to use a highly volatile ‘currency’ like
Bitcoin as national currency was spurred by a crisis. Ukraine has
accepted over $100 million in donations in cryptocurrencies and
they’ve opened up to accepting bitcoin and other currencies in their
market. If you were in a situation where CBDCs had been issued, you
would be much more likely to see those being used as the solution
rather than a highly volatile digital asset like bitcoin.”

To watch the interview series in full, or
to find out more about The Payment
Association’s Project Inclusion
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